Verbal Note

The Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Hellenic Republic, and with reference to the embassy’s note no. 114.1 on 4th of July 2022 concerning the allocated scholarships from the Ministry of Higher Education of the Arab Republic of Egypt and Al-Azhar Al-Shareef Institution.

Enclosed herewith are the rules governing the application for the scholarships of the Ministry of Higher Education, noting that the deadline has been extended till 31st of October 2022.

The Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Hellenic Republic the assurances of its highest consideration.

Athens, August 19th, 2022

E3: Directorate for Educational, cultural and Athletic Affairs.
CC: A6 Directorate for Arab Countries and the Middle East.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Hellenic Republic
Athens
Call of Applying for studying in the Egyptian universities and institutes

For international students

For the academic year 2022/2023

First Graduate

(Study in Egypt Initiative)

The administration of International Students Affairs at Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education announces the start of Applying for studying in Egyptian universities and institutes for the international students for the academic year 2022/2023 in the framework of initiative of study in Egypt which launching by Ministry of Egyptian Higher Education, as follow:

- Period from 20/6/2022 to 31/10/2022.
- Period from 1/12/2022 to 15/2/2023 for students who desire to join study during the second semester.

1- How to apply:

Applying should be electronically through the following link http://admission.study-in-egypt.gov.eg during the period of call, while the required documents have to be submitted to the Central Administration for Student Affairs (7 Ibrahim Abu El Naga st, - el sefarat district - Nasr City – Cairo). For inquiries, please send an electronical message on the email of Central Administration for Student Affairs

info@study-in-egypt.gov.eg or call the hot line 19064

2- Applying Conditions:

1. Applying student should not be an Egyptian.

2. To apply your application through the platform of study in Egypt http://admission.study-in-egypt.gov.eg, noting that student have to write his/her name as written in his/her passport.

3. Applying student should have secondary certificate or what is equivalent to it.
4. Fulfilling the required documents.

3- Required documents for applying on study in Egypt platform:
1. Copy of academic certificate.
2. Copy of valid passport.
3. Personal photo for student.
4. Copy of capacities exam, if any.

4- Required documents for applying to the administration of International Students Affairs at Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education:
1. Certified original of secondary certificate or what is equivalent to it.
2. Copy of valid passport.
3. Seven (7) recent personal photos.
4. Copy of birth certification.
5. Result of qualification exam for faculties that required this.

7. Copy of initial nomination which is sent through platform of study in Egypt

5- Methods of paying for services:
- Electronical paying through platform of study in Egypt.
- Bank deposit on Account no. outside Egypt
  IBAN ACCOUNT NO: EG 430002046604660001000003967
  SWIFT CODE: BMISEGCXXXX
- Bank deposit on account no. inside Egypt, ACCOUNT NO:46600001000003967
- Fund of international students auspices and their clubs: ACCOUNT NAME – Bank Masr – abas el aqad branch
Call of Applying for studying in the Egyptian universities and institutes

For international students

For the academic year 2022/2023

Post Graduate

(Study in Egypt Initiative)

The administration of International Students Affairs at Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education announces the start of Applying for studying in Egyptian universities and institutes for the international students for the academic year 2022/2023 for post graduate in the framework of initiative of study in Egypt through the electronical site starting from 20/6/2022 till 30/11/2022 first period them second period 1/1/2023 till 31/5/2023 second period.

How to apply:

1. Applying should be electronically through the following link http://admission.study-in-egypt.gov.eg to fulfill all required data and attaching copy of valid passport and the rest of required documents – noting to write the full name to be as this in the passport and at the end of applying steps, the student should print the initial nomination.

2. The student should submit the originals of required documents to be the Central Administration for Student Affairs (7 Ibrahim Abu El Naga st, - el sefarat district - Nasr City – Cairo). For inquiries, please send an electronical message on the email of Central Administration for Student Affairs info@study-in-egypt.gov.eg or call the hot line 19064

Applying Conditions:

1- Applying student should not be an Egyptian.

2- To be a new student

3- The student who is accepted since more than two years can apply again.
4- To apply through the platform of study in Egypt http://admission.study-in-egypt.gov.eg.

5- Any student will not be accepted without the initial nomination through platform of study in Egypt http://admission.study-in-egypt.gov.eg.

6- Student should submit all documents during date of announcement, depending on that the file of student have to be sent through the express mail in deadline a month at most from the date of receiving the originals of student’s documents, the file should include all documents required for call.

Required documents for applying on study in Egypt platform:

1- Copy of academic certificate.
2- Copy of valid passport.
3- Copy of transcript.
4- Copy of equivalent of certificate from the supreme council for universities or copy of equivalent report electronically from the website of supreme council for universities (http://equ.scu.eg/)
5- Copy of master or diploma certification, and this to apply for master and PhD.
6- Copy of receipt of paying, in case of banking deposit.

Required documents for applying to the administration of International Students Affairs at Egyptian Ministry of Higher Education:

1- Latest academic certificate that student got certified from
   - Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the country that issued the certificate and the Egyptian embassy/ cultural attaché in country which the student is existed.
   - Embassy of the country which issued the certificate or from the embassy of the student country in Egypt and the office of ratification belong to Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
2- Seven (7) personal recent photos.
3- Equivalent certificate for the last academic certificate from the supreme council for universities certified, in case the student got his certification from outside Egypt.

4- Original of certificate of completion of graduate study and its equivalency from the supreme council of universities, in case student got this certification from outside Egypt.

5- Paying receipt for services of applying through website 2000 E.P. for each scientific degree in case of banking paying – 2000 E.P. tanseq services – services after tanseq “modification of nomination” 1500 E.P. – transformation 1500 E.P. – enrollment postponement 1500 E.P. – renomination 1500 E.P. (the amount may not be return in case of refusing the request)

6- Copy of student passport.

7- Letter from student’s embassy in case his nomination on scholarship or mission.

8- Submitting the original of excellence certification certified in case the student apply for getting degree in medial specializations.
The rules of nomination on the scholarships

(Cultural Exchange – subcommittee for International Students at Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

For the academic year 2022-2023 (graduate – postgraduate)

1- Student fulfills all qualifying conditions for joining the Egyptian universities for the academic stage in which the grantee is nominated.

2- For the international students who are candidates for grants, they are accepted in the Egyptian universities (in ordinary Sections only), and in case any one of them want to join a special academic program that need fees, the student should pay the tuition fees and expenses which the Egyptian student have to pay (either with the Egyptian pound or American dollar).

3- Deadline for embassies to send the list of candidates on grants of cultural exchange is 31/10/2022.

4- A percentage of 25% from the grants through the cultural programs and agreements and the subcommittee for international students at Ministry of Foreign Affairs are assigned for nomination on faculties of (medical sector – engineering – computers and information).

5- The assigned grants are allocated on universities all over the Arab Republic of Egypt within the limits of universities capacity.

6- International students whom acceptance are certified from the presidency have not the right to benefit from the academic grants, submitting exemption or reducing tuition fees and expenses that required from international students in foreign currency, except for following cases:
   a- Special cases that should submit to the competent authority.
   b- Student on grants of Egyptian Agency of Partnership for Development.

7- In case the embassy desires to nominate the students on grants from those who were already enrolled in Egyptian university before the current year, those students have to pay the payable tuition fees before enrolling them on grants.
8- In case any of embassies desires to transfer a number of grants that stated in the executive program from a stage to another, this can be through sending a formal letter from the embassy including this desire, then the transfer should be done as the following:

a- In case of transfer from graduate to post-graduate, the transfer should be one grant to one grant.

b- In case of transfer from post-graduate to graduate, the transfer should be two (2) grants for post-graduate to one grant for graduate.

c- In all cases, transferring from stage to another should be after finishing credit of grants of stage to be transferred to.